Dear Patrons,

Like us on our Books By Mail - New Mexico State Library page at https://www.facebook.com/NMSLBBM/

If you have any pictures of yourself or family receiving or mailing our books, feel free to send them to us so we can post them on our Facebook page.

Visit Eclipse, (http://bbm.nmstatelibrary.org/), our online system which is available 24/7. Our voicemail, (1-800-395-9144) will also take messages 24/7. You can also fax us at 505-476-7767.

**The best time to call us or email us with your order is between 8 a.m. - 10:00 a.m. to ensure your order goes out the same day. (Excluding weekends, orders will be processed next business day)

Please put your name or ID # when filling out your requests to ensure your book order gets to you.
EAST  Ph: 575-461-1206
Tucumcari, NM 88401

Counties Served: Chaves, Curry, Eddy, Guadalupe, Lea, Lincoln, Otero, Quay, Roosevelt, San Miguel
https://www.facebook.com/NewMexicoStateLibraryRuralBookmobileEast

WEST  Ph: 505-841-5250
Los Lunas, NM 87031

Counties Served: Catron, Cibola, Grant, Hidalgo, McKinley, Sierra, Socorro, Valencia
https://www.facebook.com/NewMexicoStateLibraryRuralBookmobileWest?ref=ts&fref=ts

NORTHEAST  Ph: 575-376-2474
Cimarron, NM 87714

Counties Served: Colfax, Guadalupe, Harding, Mora, Rio Arriba, San Miguel, Sandoval, Taos, Union

Find all 3 bookmobiles on Facebook

Contact the Bookmobile headquarters in your area for the Bookmobile schedules or go online at http://nmstatelibrary.org under the Direct & Rural Services tab, Rural Bookmobiles, to access them.

Library for the Blind & Physically Handicapped provides audio material for the blind, reading disabled, physically handicapped and some homebound people. For more information about this program call 1-800-456-5515.
CATEGORY CODES

What is the 3 letter code at the beginning of each book description? These category codes will give you more specific information about the books that you are borrowing (Not every category will appear in each catalog). *Please Note: Previous Catalogs are still available to order from.

Happy Reading!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADV</td>
<td>Adventure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGY</td>
<td>Anthology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANI</td>
<td>Animals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANT</td>
<td>Antiques/Collectibles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ART</td>
<td>Art/Architecture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUT</td>
<td>Automotive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIO</td>
<td>Biography/Autobiography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLI</td>
<td>African-American Interest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUS</td>
<td>Business/Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAR</td>
<td>Career/Jobs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CKG</td>
<td>Cooking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COM</td>
<td>Computer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUR</td>
<td>Current Events</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIT</td>
<td>Dictionary/Thesaurus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRA</td>
<td>Drama/Films/Plays</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDU</td>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENV</td>
<td>Environmental</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAM</td>
<td>Family/Marriage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAN</td>
<td>Fantasy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIC</td>
<td>General Fiction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIN</td>
<td>Investments/Personal Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAM</td>
<td>Games/Puzzles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAR</td>
<td>Gardening</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRA</td>
<td>Graphic Novels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEA</td>
<td>Health/Diet/Exercise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIF</td>
<td>Historical Fiction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIS</td>
<td>History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMR</td>
<td>Home Repair/Decorating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOB</td>
<td>Hobbies/Crafts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOL</td>
<td>Holidays</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOR</td>
<td>Horror</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HUM</td>
<td>Humor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JVE</td>
<td>Juvenile/Ages 5-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JVI</td>
<td>Juvenile/Ages 8-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JVP</td>
<td>Juvenile/Preschool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JYY</td>
<td>Juvenile/Ages 13-18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAN</td>
<td>Language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAT</td>
<td>Latin Fiction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIF</td>
<td>Lifestyle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIT</td>
<td>Literature/Classics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTC</td>
<td>Literature/Contemporary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MED</td>
<td>Medical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLC</td>
<td>Multi cultural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOT</td>
<td>Inspirational/Motivational</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOV</td>
<td>Movie/TV Tie-In</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUS</td>
<td>Music/Dance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MYS</td>
<td>Mystery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAT</td>
<td>Nature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEW</td>
<td>New Age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTV</td>
<td>Native American</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCC</td>
<td>Occult</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCF</td>
<td>Occult Fiction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAR</td>
<td>Parenting/Childbirth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHI</td>
<td>Philosophy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHO</td>
<td>Photography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POE</td>
<td>Poetry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POL</td>
<td>Politics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POP</td>
<td>Popular Culture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDY</td>
<td>Psychology/Self Help</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REC</td>
<td>Recovery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REF</td>
<td>Reference/General</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REL</td>
<td>Religious</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RFL</td>
<td>Reference/Foreign Languages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROM</td>
<td>Romance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCI</td>
<td>Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEX</td>
<td>Sexuality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFF</td>
<td>Science Fiction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOC</td>
<td>Sociology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPA</td>
<td>Spanish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPO</td>
<td>Sports/Recreation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUS</td>
<td>Suspense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SW</td>
<td>Southwest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAX</td>
<td>Tax Preparation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRD</td>
<td>Travel/Domestic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRF</td>
<td>Travel/Foreign</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRU</td>
<td>True Crime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WES</td>
<td>Western</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOM</td>
<td>Women’s Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XMS</td>
<td>Christmas</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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into a prestigious university and the unfamiliar world beyond.

her resolve to educate herself well enough to earn an acceptance

participation in her family's paranoid stockpiling activities and

to survivalists in the mountains of Idaho, describing her

LARGE PRINT. Assigned to the Nuremberg war trials, special
agent James Cronley, Jr., finds himself fighting wars on multiple
fronts, in a dramatic entry in the popular series about the birth of
the Central Intelligence Agency and the Cold War.

ADV My absolute darling
Tallent, Gabriel
LARGE PRINT. Enduring an isolated existence after the death
of her mother, 14-year-old Turtle roams the rocky shores and tide
pools of the California coast and refutes every outside attempt to
engage her before an unexpected friendship with a newcomer
helps her realize the vulnerabilities of her life with her
charismatic father.

BIO Jefferson's daughters
Kerrison, Catherine
LARGE PRINT. A portrait of the divergent lives of Thomas
Jefferson's three daughters shares insights into how, in spite of
privilege and education, his white daughters struggled with the
realities of lives they were ill-prepared to manage, while the
daughter he fathered with a slave did not achieve freedom until
adulthood.

BIO Daring to drive
Manal al-Sharif
This is a memoir about living, loving, dreaming, daring, and
driving while female, in a country where it's dangerous to do all
of the above. Manal al-Sharif grew up in Mecca the second
daughter of a taxi driver, born the year strict fundamentalism took
hold. In her adolescence, she was religious radical, melting her
brother's boy band CDs in the oven because music was haram:
forbidden by Islamic law. But what a difference an education can
make. By her twenties, she was a computer security engineer, one
of a few women working in a desert compound built to resemble
suburban America. That's when the Saudi kingdom's
contradictions became too much to bear: she was labeled a slut
for chatting with male colleagues, her school-age brother
chaperoned her on a business trip, and while she kept a car in her
garage, she was forbidden from driving on Saudi streets. Manal-
al-Sharif has written a memoir about the making of an accidental
activist, a story of a young Muslim woman who stood up to a
kingdom of men, and won.

BIO Educated
Westover, Tara
LARGE PRINT. Traces the author's experiences as a child born
to survivalists in the mountains of Idaho, describing her
participation in her family's paranoid stockpiling activities and
her resolve to educate herself well enough to earn an acceptance
into a prestigious university and the unfamiliar world beyond.

ADV Death at Nuremberg
Griffin, W. E. B.
LARGE PRINT. Assigned to the Nuremberg war trials, special
agent James Cronley, Jr., finds himself fighting wars on multiple
fronts, in a dramatic entry in the popular series about the birth of
the Central Intelligence Agency and the Cold War.

ADV The taco Tuesday cookbook
Fuentes, Laura
Helping get kids into the kitchen, a fun and festive cookbook
presents 52 family-friendly taco recipes, one for every week of
the year, that are all make with real-food ingredients, including
Korean Beef Tacos, Poblano Pepper and Mushroom Tacos,
Huevos Rancheros Tacos and more.

ADV Bake like a french pastry chef
De Rovira, Michel
Will help readers master the art of French baking through 70 step-
by-step recipes and over 700 photographs and illustrations that
cover the core techniques and recipes taught in pastry schools
worldwide.

ADV Suppers in a snap
Gooseberry Patch
Save time getting meals to the table with simple home style
dinners that can be ready in a jiffy!

ADV The beginner's guide to dehydrating food
Marrone, Teresa
Packed with step-by-step instructions, this must-have guide to
putting your food dehydrator to good use provides instructions
and techniques for drying all the most popular fruits and
vegetables, along with meat and herbs.

ADV Death at Nuremberg
Griffin, W. E. B.
LARGE PRINT. Assigned to the Nuremberg war trials, special
agent James Cronley, Jr., finds himself fighting wars on multiple
fronts, in a dramatic entry in the popular series about the birth of
the Central Intelligence Agency and the Cold War.

ADV My absolute darling
Tallent, Gabriel
LARGE PRINT. Enduring an isolated existence after the death
of her mother, 14-year-old Turtle roams the rocky shores and tide
pools of the California coast and refutes every outside attempt to
engage her before an unexpected friendship with a newcomer
helps her realize the vulnerabilities of her life with her
charismatic father.

BIO Jefferson's daughters
Kerrison, Catherine
LARGE PRINT. A portrait of the divergent lives of Thomas
Jefferson's three daughters shares insights into how, in spite of
privilege and education, his white daughters struggled with the
realities of lives they were ill-prepared to manage, while the
daughter he fathered with a slave did not achieve freedom until
adulthood.

BIO Daring to drive
Manal al-Sharif
This is a memoir about living, loving, dreaming, daring, and
driving while female, in a country where it's dangerous to do all
of the above. Manal al-Sharif grew up in Mecca the second
daughter of a taxi driver, born the year strict fundamentalism took
hold. In her adolescence, she was religious radical, melting her
brother's boy band CDs in the oven because music was haram:
forbidden by Islamic law. But what a difference an education can
make. By her twenties, she was a computer security engineer, one
of a few women working in a desert compound built to resemble
suburban America. That's when the Saudi kingdom's
contradictions became too much to bear: she was labeled a slut
for chatting with male colleagues, her school-age brother
chaperoned her on a business trip, and while she kept a car in her
garage, she was forbidden from driving on Saudi streets. Manal-
al-Sharif has written a memoir about the making of an accidental
activist, a story of a young Muslim woman who stood up to a
kingdom of men, and won.

BIO Educated
Westover, Tara
LARGE PRINT. Traces the author's experiences as a child born
to survivalists in the mountains of Idaho, describing her
participation in her family's paranoid stockpiling activities and
her resolve to educate herself well enough to earn an acceptance
into a prestigious university and the unfamiliar world beyond.

ADV Death at Nuremberg
Griffin, W. E. B.
LARGE PRINT. Assigned to the Nuremberg war trials, special
agent James Cronley, Jr., finds himself fighting wars on multiple
fronts, in a dramatic entry in the popular series about the birth of
the Central Intelligence Agency and the Cold War.

ADV My absolute darling
Tallent, Gabriel
LARGE PRINT. Enduring an isolated existence after the death
of her mother, 14-year-old Turtle roams the rocky shores and tide
pools of the California coast and refutes every outside attempt to
engage her before an unexpected friendship with a newcomer
helps her realize the vulnerabilities of her life with her
charismatic father.

BIO Jefferson's daughters
Kerrison, Catherine
LARGE PRINT. A portrait of the divergent lives of Thomas
Jefferson's three daughters shares insights into how, in spite of
privilege and education, his white daughters struggled with the
realities of lives they were ill-prepared to manage, while the
daughter he fathered with a slave did not achieve freedom until
adulthood.

BIO Daring to drive
Manal al-Sharif
This is a memoir about living, loving, dreaming, daring, and
driving while female, in a country where it's dangerous to do all
of the above. Manal al-Sharif grew up in Mecca the second
daughter of a taxi driver, born the year strict fundamentalism took
hold. In her adolescence, she was religious radical, melting her
brother's boy band CDs in the oven because music was haram:
forbidden by Islamic law. But what a difference an education can
make. By her twenties, she was a computer security engineer, one
of a few women working in a desert compound built to resemble
suburban America. That's when the Saudi kingdom's
contradictions became too much to bear: she was labeled a slut
for chatting with male colleagues, her school-age brother
chaperoned her on a business trip, and while she kept a car in her
garage, she was forbidden from driving on Saudi streets. Manal-
al-Sharif has written a memoir about the making of an accidental
activist, a story of a young Muslim woman who stood up to a
kingdom of men, and won.

BIO Educated
Westover, Tara
LARGE PRINT. Traces the author's experiences as a child born
to survivalists in the mountains of Idaho, describing her
participation in her family's paranoid stockpiling activities and
her resolve to educate herself well enough to earn an acceptance
into a prestigious university and the unfamiliar world beyond.
CKG The tailgate cookbook
Peterson, Beth BN-8224
A former sports-themed-restaurant owner, award-winning recipe developer and professional tailgater offers 75 delicious, tailgate-ready recipes to prepare for your next big game-day celebration.

CKG Easy-freeze instant pot pressure cooker cookbook
Sanders, Ella BN-8236
Freezer cooking is a huge time-saver for busy families, you spend one day prepping a month's worth of meals, to be stored in ziplock bags in the freezer, ready to throw into the Instant Pot, pressure cooker, or multi-cooker for dinner! Rather than slave away every night, you take care of all the planning, shopping, chopping, and measuring in one fell swoop for a month's worth of delicious meals. And your multi-cooker makes it even easier, just dump, lock, and in a few minutes, dinner's ready!

CKG Copycat cooking with six sisters' stuff
Six Sisters’ Stuff BN-8180
The popular Six Sisters' Stuff bloggers come to the rescue with a new collection of more than 100 easy-to-make recipes of popular restaurant dishes and takeout favorites for busy families. Make meal planning a breeze as you mix-and-match side dishes from one restaurant with main courses from another and finish it off with a dessert from a third. Save money while spending more time with your family.

EDU Learning on the go
Perez, Luis F., Ph.D. BN-8178
The iPad is a powerful educational device, versatile, mobile, flexible, and accessible to all learners, including those with disabilities. A huge number of up-to-date applications exponentially lift its value as a teaching and learning tool.

FAN Halls of law
Escalada, V. M. BN-8139
Escaping from a fate worse than death at the hands of invaders from Halia, 17-year-old psychic Kerida Nast, one of the last remaining magical Talents, teams up with a young soldier to save her kind.

FAN Companions on the road
Lee, Tanith BN-8097
During a night of blood and fire, Kachil the brigand, Feluce the rogue and Havor the gallant are united in a grim siege, extraordinary theft and a dangerous journey that pits them against the Force of Darkness.

FIC Home on Huckleberry Hill
Beckstrand, Jennifer BN-8071
Longing for a baby, but saddled with an indifferent husband, Mary Anne Neuenschwander moves into a tent into the woods where she can be alone until her irrepressible eighty-something matchmaking grandparents step in to save her marriage.

FIC The Hawaiian discovery
Brunstetter, Wanda E. BN-8057
A sequel to "The Hawaiian Quilt," (BK-1041) finds Ellen receiving permission from the church to help her friend Mandy in Hawaii, where she is attracted to an organic farmer who does not share her Amish faith.

FIC The hope jar
Brunstetter, Wanda E. BN-8242
Assuming the identity of a long-lost Amish granddaughter, a homeless woman discovers a jar filled with written prayers, quotes and thoughts and begins to question her deceit.

FIC Becky meets her match
Byler, Linda LP-5162
LARGE PRINT. Quick-witted, independent sixteen-year-old Becky Esh leaves her Wisconsin home to care for her parents in Pennsylvania, where her secret struggles with self-consciousness about her weight come to the fore at a Christmas party for young Amish people.

FIC A daring venture
Camden, Elizabeth BN-8056
Dr. Rosalind Werner is at the forefront of a groundbreaking new water technology, if only she can get support for her work. Nicholas, Commissioner of Water for New York, is skeptical, and surprised by his reaction to Rosalind. While they fight against their own attraction, they stand on opposite sides of a battle that will impact thousands of lives.

FIC The summer that made us
Carr, Robyn BN-8185
For the Hempsteads, two sisters who married two brothers and had three daughters each, summers were idyllic. The women would escape the city the moment school was out to gather at the family house on Lake Waseka. The lake was a magical place, a haven where they were happy and carefree. All of their problems drifted away as the days passed in sun-dappled contentment. Until the summer that changed everything. After an accidental drowning turned the lake house into a site of tragedy and grief, it was closed up. For good. Torn apart, none of the Hempstead women speak of what happened that summer, and relationships between them are uneasy at best to hurtful at worst. But in the face of new challenges, one woman is determined to draw her family together again, and the only way that can happen is to return to the lake and face the truth.
**FIC Christmas in Whispering Pines**  
Dunn, Scarlett  
BN-8196

The new pastor in Whispering Pines, Clay Hunt, seeking redemption for his past actions, comes to the aid of Emma Langtry when her outlaw brother turns up.

**FIC Minding the light**  
Fisher, Suzanne Woods  
BN-8134

Returning to Nantucket after a six-year voyage, a jaded captain takes his spirited neighbor's advice to reclaim his Quaker beliefs before their growing bond complicates her engagement to his cousin.

**FIC The hope of Azure Springs**  
Fordham, Rachel  
BN-8228

When a young woman wakes up injured and alone in the frontier town of Azure Springs in 1881, she must find a way to face her past, embrace her future, and rescue what she's lost.

**FIC River to redemption**  
Gabhart, Ann H.  
BN-8135

Orphaned in the cholera epidemic of early 19th-century Kentucky and raised by a courageous slave who stayed behind to tend to the sick rather than escape, Adria fights for her guardian's freedom when his owners decide to sell him.

**FIC Her fear**  
Gray, Shelley Shepard  
BN-8227

An EMT falls for a woman with ties to an Amish community where people are dying similar, suspicious deaths.

**FIC Together forever**  
Hedlund, Jody  
BN-8060

Marianne Neumann became a placing agent with the Children's Aid Society with one goal: to find her lost sister. Her fellow agent, Andrew Brady, is a former schoolteacher who has a way with children and a hidden past. As they team up placing orphans in homes in Illinois, they grow ever closer, until a shocking tragedy changes one of their lives forever.

**FIC With you always**  
Hedlund, Jody  
BN-8059

When an 1850s financial crisis leaves orphan Elise Neumann and her sisters destitute, Elise seizes their only hope: to find work out west through the Children's Aid Society and send money home. On the rails, she meets privileged Thornton Quincy, who suddenly must work for his inheritance. From different worlds, can these two help each other find their way?

**FIC Seven days of us**  
Hornak, Francesca  
LP-5170

LARGE PRINT. Looking forward to a Christmas family reunion for the first time in years, the Birch family is upended by the news that their physician activist daughter has been exposed to a foreign virus that forces the entire family into quarantine for a week also shaped by respective anxieties, past glory and a shocking secret.

**FIC A mother's love**  
Hubbard, Charlotte  
LP-5158

LARGE PRINT. After a year of tragic loss and difficult decisions, widow Rose Raber thought providing for her young daughter was her greatest challenge. Until her dying mother revealed that Rose was adopted, and her birth mother has much to lose if the secret comes out. But as Rose struggles with the news, newcomer Matthias Wagler's optimism and understanding inspires her.

**FIC A simple Christmas**  
Hubbard, Charlotte  
BN-8199

Returning home to his Amish roots, gifted horse trainer, and notorious bad boy, Marcus Hooley gets a second chance when he meets strong, spirited Rosalyn Riehl who sees him for who he really is.

**FIC Christmas at Promise Lodge**  
Hubbard, Charlotte  
LP-5151

LARGE PRINT. Promise Lodge's first wedding is a cause for celebration. But the bishop's narrow-minded wedding sermon doesn't sit well with the town's founding sisters, especially widow Mattie Schwartz. She believes marriage and family aren't the most important of God's gifts, even if her feelings for Preacher Amos Troyer run deeper than simple friendship. Then an accident threatens to change the course of Amos's life forever. He'll need faith, hope, and charity to find the right path, and a Christmas blessing to convince Mattie to walk it with him.

**FIC The music shop**  
Joyce, Rachel  
LP-5168

LARGE PRINT. The owner of a 1988 music shop in a suburban community uses his talent for connecting customers to the music they seek and resists a chance at an intimate relationship with a beautiful young woman who hides a mysterious agenda and compels him to confront painful elements from his past.

**FIC Lilac girls**  
Kelly, Martha Hall  
LP-5193

LARGE PRINT. The lives of three women converge at the Ravensbruck concentration camp as Caroline Ferriday resolves to help from her post at the French consulate, Kasia Kuzmerick becomes a courier in the Polish resistance, and Herta Oberheuser takes a German government medical position.

**FIC Love story**  
Kingsbury, Karen  
LP-5176

LARGE PRINT. Decades ago, John and Elizabeth Baxter lived a love story that is still playing out in the lives of their adult children and grandchildren. But few of them know the exact details of that story or the heartbeat that brought the two together. Now in high school, Ashley Baxter Blake's oldest son, Cole, must write a family history paper for a freshman English class. He decides to interview his grandfather about that long ago love story. John is hesitant, not sure if he can take the sorrow of reliving his love story with Elizabeth, especially now that he is remarried.
FIC A Everything here is beautiful
Lee, Mira T. LP-5180
LARGE PRINT. The bond between a responsible, self-contained older sister and her mentally ill, impulsive younger sister is shaped and tested over years marked by the loss of their mother, an impetuous first marriage, a fling that results in the birth of a baby and painful sacrifices.

FIC A A love for Leah
Lillard, Amy BN-8152
A progressive Mennonite, outspoken Leah Gingerich clashes with her new Amish neighbor, hard-headed Jamie Stoltzfus, until unexpected love blossoms between them, which they hope is strong enough to overcome their differences.

FIC A A Wells Landing Christmas
Lillard, Amy BN-8249
An outsider of Wells Landing after one reckless mistake, Ivy Weaver, longing to be part of the community's holiday festivities, gets a second chance with the help of a man from her past who brings about new chances and surprising revelations that change both of their lives.

FIC A Secret at Pebble Creek
Lisa Jones Baker BN-8154
Trying not to fall in love with the home of her late great uncle in the quiet Amish countryside, Jessica Beachy, who is torn between staying and returning home to St. Louis, must make a difficult decision, until an unexpected discovery changes everything.

FIC A The Amish Christmas candle
Long, Kelly LP-5154
LARGE PRINT. At the heart of winter's darkness is the joyous glow of the Christmas season in this love-filled holiday collection.

FIC A Hiddensee
Maguire, Gregory LP-5156
LARGE PRINT. This is an imaginative tale rooted in early 19th-century German Romanticism that explores parallels between the origin legend of the famous Nutcracker with the life of Drosselmeier, the toymaker who carves him.

FIC A At the far end of nowhere
Merriman, Christine Davis BN-8238
When Lissa is twelve, her mother dies from breast cancer, and the reclusive old watchmaker, her father, 84 years old, must oversee his daughter's coming of age. Faced with the loneliness of celibacy, the vulnerability of old age, and the responsibility of supporting two young children, Stouten remains determined to protect his beloved daughter from all harm. As Lissa matures, Stouten's authority becomes increasingly restrictive.

FIC A The Christmas sisters
Morgan, Sarah BN-8241
In the snowy Highlands of Scotland, Suzanne McBride is dreaming of the perfect cozy Christmas. Her three adopted daughters are coming home for the holidays and she can't wait to see them. But tensions are running high. As Suzanne's dreams of the perfect McBride Christmas unravel, she must rely on the magic of the season to bring her daughters together. But will this new togetherness teach the sisters that their close-knit bond is strong enough to withstand anything, including a family Christmas?

FIC A Sadie
Price, Sarah BN-8198
In this Amish retelling of Snow White, Sadie Whitaker, to avoid a marriage arranged by her cruel stepmother, flees into the forest where she meets the seven Glick brothers and their handsome cousin, who just might be the perfect "prince" for her.

FIC A Ours for a season
Sawyer, Kim Vogel BN-8179
A childless Old Order Mennonite couple longing to distance themselves from a community where big families are valued join a friend's efforts to rebuild a ghost town, only to confront unexpected challenges to their faith.

FIC A Holiday on the run
Scott, Laura BN-8176
After witnessing a murder, Melissa Harris faked her death, changed her name and went into hiding, hoping to keep the gunmen at bay. For years, it worked, but now the ruthless killers have found her. When bullets begin to fly, SWAT cop Nate Freemont rescues Melissa and her little girl. Her former high school sweetheart is shocked that she's alive and seeks an explanation about why she vanished from his life. Telling the truth would only put her daughter's safety and Nate's future in jeopardy. With Christmas approaching, can Melissa risk everything to accept the safe haven and second chance Nate offers, as deadly enemies close in?

FIC A The mending
Simpson, Susan Lantz BN-8153
In Maryland's Amish country, beautiful Malinda Stauffer, burdened with a challenging health issue, wonders about her future and learns a hard lesson in the true meaning of love at the hands of her brother's friend, Timothy Bremennon.

FIC A My Italian bulldozer
Smith, Alexander McCall BN-8231
Visiting the idyllic Italian town of Montalcino to finish his overdue cookbook, writer Paul Stewart endures setbacks that leave him stranded at the airport until a stranger offers him transportation on a bulldozer, triggering a madcap series of adventures on the Tuscan countryside.

FIC A The promise of dawn
Snelling, Lauraine LP-5164
LARGE PRINT. In 1910, Signe, her husband, and their boys emigrate from Norway to Minnesota, dreaming of one day owning a farm of their own. But the relatives they've come to stay with are harsh and demanding. As Signe's family is worked to the bone to repay the cost of their voyage, can she learn to trust God through this trial and hold on to hope for a better future?
**FIC** The kitchen marriage
Welborn, Gina           BN-8197
Heading west to start a new life, French immigrant and chef Zoe de Fleur arrives in Helena, Montana, as a mail-order bride for Jakob Gunderson, but finds herself falling in love with his twin brother, Isaak.

**FIC** As the tide comes in
Woodsmall, Cindy        BN-8243
An unthinkable loss sends a former foster child to Georgia's St. Simons Island, where she searches for answers and a new start within a group of eccentric but kindhearted locals.

**HEA** Diabetes-how to help
Scheiner, Gary          BN-8232
Addressing the diabetes-caregiver community, a timely resource focuses specifically on the needs and interests of those supporting a person with diabetes, educating them on the disease and its management and helping them to understand where their involvement begins and ends.

**HEA** Stephanie Tourles's guide to essential oils
Tourles, Stephanie L.    BN-8182
Accompanied by 100 recipes that offer fragrant, natural ways to enhance well-being and promote healing, a beginner's guide to the 25 most popular and versatile essential oils provides guidance on how to use them effectively and safely.

**HIF** Arctic shadow
Sundell, Joanne         LP-5185
*LARGE PRINT.* (Watch Eyes Trilogy: #2.) After a sled dog is killed in 1909 Alaska, fourteen-year-old Anya, a Chukchi shaman, and seventeen-year-old Rune must battle dark spirits born of inhuman evil. (Watch Eyes Trilogy: #1 see LP-4923)

**HIF** Arctic will
Sundell, Joanne         LP-5186
*LARGE PRINT.* (Watch Eyes Trilogy: #3.) As the 1910 Alaska sled dog race approaches, Anya and Rune must prevail over dark spirits bent on killing every Chukchi dog on Native Earth.

**HIS** The Filthy Thirteen
Killblane, Richard      BN-8183
A brawling bunch whose saving grace was that they inflicted more damage on Nazis than their own MPs, the Filthy 13 remain a legend within the ranks of the 101st Airborne. Never ones to salute or take a bath, this squad became singular within the Screaming Eagles for its hard drinking and savage fighting skill. After parachuting behind enemy lines in the dark hours before D-Day, the Germans got a taste of their reckless courage.

**HOB** Easy lace knits
Allis, Anniken          BN-8221
Love the look of lace but think it's too complicated for the average knitter? Think again! With this book, Anniken Allis throws wide the door to lace for all knitters. Easy-to-learn lace patterns fool the eye into thinking they are far more complex than they actually are.

**HOB** One-day room makeovers
Amado, Martin           BN-8177
The ultimate guide to creating a gorgeous home that reflects your best, most beautiful self. Design expert and "makeover maestro" Martin Amado reveals the 3-step method he uses to create dramatic room makeovers for his clients in only one day. From walls to furniture to accessories, learn how to decorate rooms of any style in layers like a professional designer.

**HOB** Sew creative
Colin, Jennifer Pol     BN-8174
Get kids excited about sewing with projects they will actually want to make, such as a critter coin pouch, chalkboard backpack, mermaid tail blanket, glow-in-the-dark light bulb, traveler neck pillow, and more! Each of the 13 projects includes an element of fantasy and can easily be customized with sewing techniques, art supplies, and alternate pattern details. Plus, kids can personalize their projects with names, words, signs, mottos, or just an artistic touch!
HOB Easy stack quilts
Doyle, Paula  BN-8222
Learn how to make simple, one-of-a-kind quilts using large-scale print fabrics! Easy Stack is a quick-cutting, fabric-efficient way of making great quilts that are rotary cut and machine pieced. Using only 4 fabric repeats and easy-to-cut strips, you can create 3 kinds of fun and unique blocks. Then play with 9 setting options, with 4 quilt sizes for each option, to create an endless variety of quilts.

HOB Crocheted hoods and cowls
Flores, Tammy  BN-8223
This collection of crochet patterns includes adorable animal hoods like a giraffe and bunny for kids and elegant, textured styles for adults. Hoods are both stylish and extra-warm, protecting both your head and neck from the winter chill.

HOB The craft of paper flowers
Griffith, Lia  BN-8181
Featuring 30 projects, a full-color introduction to both crafting paper flowers and working with crepe paper is filled with inspiration and expert advice for beginners as well as downloadable templates for the Cricut Maker.

HOB The art of mixing textiles in quilts
Schmitt, Lynn  BN-8175
Weave unconventional textiles together like a pro with the best advice for cutting, sewing, and pressing fabrics of texture and sheen. Craft 14 pieced and appliquéd projects, like table runners, quilts, pincushions, and tote bags. Dimensional and exciting, mixed-fabric quilts are ripe for using up scraps and expanding your horizons!

HOB Fairy house crafts
Walsh, Liza Gardner  BN-8173
Crafts abound in this delightful activity guide, all focusing on aspects of the fairy house world and with an emphasis on making crafts inspired by nature and with an artisanal quality as an antithesis to the sparkly, throw-away fairy materials inundating store shelves. Simple steps and easy-to-follow directions will have kids and parents creating a wide new range of crafts.

JVE Women who rocked medicine
Alexander, Heather  BN-8049
From the earliest female doctors, to pioneering geneticists, to amazing transplant surgeons. Discover the inspiring stories of 19 of the most awesome female scientists, inventors, and health-care providers who have dedicated their lives to healing the world!

JVE Women who rocked space
Alexander, Heather  BN-8048
A wonderfully inspiring book for any budding scientist who needs awesome girl role models. From the first woman astronomer, to the ladies known as "computers," to a record-holding spacewalker. Discover the inspiring stories of 19 of the most awesome female explorers of our solar system and beyond!

JVE A Sammy Spider Hanukkah
Rouss, Sylvia A.  BN-8050
In this new board book addition to the Sammy Spider series, Sammy watches as the Shapiro's prepare for and celebrate Hanukkah. Young readers can identify the many familiar Hanukkah shapes that Sammy sees.

JVE Secret origins
Riley, James  BN-8052
Aided by old friends and new, Owen and Bethany try to bring the light back to Jupiter City, a comic book world where they discover a link between the Dark and Bethany's father.

JVE Hero
Shotz, Jennifer Li  BN-8053
Ben and Hero, the incredible search-and-rescue dog, have saved the day before-but never like this.

JVE I survived the Children's Blizzard, 1888
Tarshis, Lauren  BN-8051
When John Hale's parents moved from Chicago to a farm in the Dakota Territory in the late 1880s, he was not happy (too hot in summer, too cold in winter, and that is just the beginning); but after a year, and now eleven, he has settled in and made some friends at school but when a sunny day in January 1888 turns abruptly into a deadly blizzard he will need all his strength and courage to survive what became known to history as The Children's Blizzard.

JVP Dinosaurs
BN-8047
All children dream of meeting a dinosaur, and now they can travel back in time and get to know creatures like Stegosaurus, Velociraptor, Triceratops, and more. Bright illustrations, with pull-tabs and wheels for little hands to spin, bring to life simple facts about kids' favorite prehistoric creatures.

JVP Night animals
BN-8046
Explore a meadow, farm, and garden at night. With scenes to push and pull, animals to spot, and fun facts.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MAGAZINES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**(Gardening)**

**GAR Better Homes and Gardens July 2018**

Better Homes and Gardens  
BN-8004

Cool summer fun; Sweet & salty watermelon bar; 64 tips & tools for DIY projects; Grill the juiciest burger ever; Cherries jubilee: tart cherry season is short, make the most of it!

**GAR Better Homes and Gardens August 2018**

Better Homes and Gardens  
BN-8012

Stress-free meal prep; Bold summer flavors; Up your laundry game; We love coneflowers: late season color for your garden.

**GAR Better Homes and Gardens September 2018**

Better Homes and Gardens  
BN-8025

Find your style: the latest trends and ideas from our experts; Paint like a pro; The style maker issue.

**GAR Better Homes and Gardens October 2018**

Better Homes and Gardens  
BN-8036

Fall for color: how to go bold this season; Spooky crafts and treats; Makeovers for a small kitchen, budget cabin, historic home.

**Health/Diet/Exercise**

**HEA Prevention July 2018**

Prevention Magazine  
BN-8001

Summer superfoods: delicious, healing meals & treats!; 5 metabolism tricks; Leaner for life: 15 minutes a day; 21 best drugstore finds; Instant de-stressing secrets; New! Pain relief, naturally.

**HEA Prevention August 2018**

Prevention Magazine  
BN-8016

Eat more, weigh less; Tasty BBQ, Tex-Mex salads, Frosty treats!; Super-easy summer slim-down; Secrets to better sleep; Soothe pain naturally.

**HEA Prevention September 2018**

Prevention Magazine  
BN-8023

Boost your energy naturally! Make it last all day; 5 herbs that heal; Food for a sharper brain; The truth about stem cells; 3 weight-loss breakthroughs; Bonus! Tasty, Slimming snacks.

**HEA Prevention October 2018**

Prevention Magazine  
BN-8035

Walk off weight: lose inches from your belly!; Sleep more & stress less; Detox your home in 5 minutes; New tests for breast cancer: are they safe?; Bonus: speedy dinners.

**History**

**HIS Smithsonian Magazine July/August 2018**

Smithsonian Magazine  
BN-8010

The epic quest to conquer the world’s biggest wave; Rescuing history; Decoding lost civilizations; Impersonating the queen of soul; Fighting fascism’s ghosts; Plus, the dispossessed rebels, refugees and other outcasts of our time.

**HIS Smithsonian Magazine September 2018**

Smithsonian Magazine  
BN-8028

Secrets of American history: The wild road trip that rallied conservatives, The pen that punctured segregation, The women code breakers who unmasked Soviet spies, Sigmund Freud’s bizarre attack on a U.S. president, A former slave’s shocking tally of racial killings; Bigfoot fetish: why mythical creatures survive; Googling the inventor of Search; Rediscovering a founding mother.

**Home Repair/Decorating**

**HMR The mother earth news August/September 2018**

Mother Earth News Magazine  
BN-8014

Find land for your homestead: how to transform marginal property; Cure meat at home: fancy food for your everyday plate; Grow lettuce in winter: harvest fresh greens year-round; Store food long-term; DIY cob cabin; Brew backyard root beer; Tips on using wind energy at home; Build your own beekeeping equipment; Certify your sustainable farm or garden.

**HMR The mother earth news October/November 2018**

Mother Earth News Magazine  
BN-8034

Start a farm business: 10 tips to help you turn a profit; Homemade broth & stock: simmer and season your kitchen scraps; Herbal teas: beat the winter blues; How to order a side of beef; Make your own elderberry syrup; Advice on overturning restrictive laws; Get started with a livestock guardian dog.

**HMR Sunset Magazine August 2018**

Sunset Magazine  
BN-8013

2018 travel awards: beachside bungalows, adventure hikes, glamping getaways, wine-tasting trails; Our top 92 spots to go now; Summer’s most irresistible desserts.

**HMR Sunset Magazine September 2018**

Sunset Magazine  
BN-8022

Fall makeovers: 58 home + garden ideas to steal now; Ultimate Canadian Rockies camping trip; Mountain DIY cabin; Next-gen family meals for all ages.

**HMR Sunset Magazine October 2018**

Sunset Magazine  
BN-8031

Getaways for book lovers; Fall in the West; Mexico’s Mezcal Trail: how the laid-back town in southern Mexico became one of the hottest destinations in the West; Comfort food reinvented; Adventure gear checklist.
(Lifestyle)

LIF People Magazine June 25, 2018
People Magazine BN-8003
Talent & tragedy: two beloved icons separately end their lives amid questions about depression, despair and the children and legacies they each left behind. Kate Spade 1962-2018 and Anthony Bourdain 1956-2018; If you or someone you know is considering suicide, please contact the National Suicide Prevention Lifeline at 1-800-273-TALK (8255).

LIF People Magazine July 2, 2018
People Magazine BN-8006
100 reasons to love America! Special July 4th issue! Faith Hill & Tim McGraw: how we make our love last. Married for 21 years, and still head over heels!; Brad & Angelina: divorce turns ugly; James Corden: life with 3 kids!

LIF People Magazine July 9, 2018
People Magazine BN-8007
Chip & Joanna Gaines: baby joy! The couple welcome baby no. 5, son, Crew, 2½ weeks early. Emotional family photos; Border crisis: families torn apart; Grease turns 40! John & Olivia look back; Exclusive Blake! My next big move & life with Gwen.

LIF People Magazine July 16, 2018
People Magazine BN-8009
Flip or Flop’s Christina El Moussa: from heartbreak to happiness. The HGTV star opens up about her divorce, life as a single mom and finding love again; New details: Ben Affleck & his girlfriend; Meghan! Her first month as a duchess; Cake Boss Buddy Valastro: how I lost 35 lbs!; 10 years later: Caylee Anthony murder case, a family’s dark secrets.

LIF People Magazine July 23, 2018
People Magazine BN-8011
Exclusive: Whitney Houston’s shocking untold story, drugs, pain & family secrets. For the first time, Houston’s love ones reveal heartbreaking new details about the superstar’s troubled life and tragic death. Plus the powerful, controversial new film, Whitney; All the Royal christening photos!; Murder in the house of Gucci; Thailand soccer team rescue: race against time.

LIF People Magazine July 30, 2018
People Magazine BN-8017
What it’s really like being royal! Meghan’s first 60 days. Her relationship with Kate, her inner circle, her style (and what it costs), baby plans!; George Clooney: his terrifying accident; Cory Monteith: ‘he didn’t want to die’ his mom speaks out; Killer in the campground: a young father’s shocking murder.

LIF People Magazine August 6, 2018
People Magazine BN-8018
Tom Cruise: inside his private world. A revealing look at the life of Hollywood’s most mysterious star; Royal news: Prince George turns 5! Plus another Royal wedding, Princess Eugenie’s plans; A baby at 54! Brigitte Nielsen opens up about her incredible pregnancy; 2018 People companies that care: see who made the list.

LIF People Magazine August 13, 2018
People Magazine BN-8019
Demi Lovato’s shocking overdose: a life in danger. Addiction, depression and the fight to save a troubled young star; Kenny Chesney: the tragedy that changed me; Exclusive: the untold story of Paul Walker; Michelle Williams’ secret wedding.

LIF People Magazine August 20, 2018
People Magazine BN-8021
The Royal Women of Windsor: their lives, loves & secrets; The Bachelorette’s shocking pick: Becca explains why she chose Garrett; Gaines family photos: Joanna’s first weeks with baby Crew!; Catherine Oxenberg: saving my daughter from the Nxivm Cult.

LIF People Magazine August 27, 2018
People Magazine BN-8024
Michael J. Fox & Tracy Pollan: our 30-year love story. With his wife by his side, he has faced Parkinson’s, battled alcohol and inspired millions. The couple open up about marriage, raising four kids and the secret of happiness; Brad vs. Angelina: their fight over money & the kids; Carrie Underwood: her baby joy!; True crime: bodies on the farm, a killer on the run.

LIF People Magazine September 3, 2018
People Magazine BN-8027
The incredible life of Aretha Franklin 1942-2018; A husband’s deadly secrets: the murders of a pregnant mom and her two daughters; Ben Affleck: stepping out with a new woman.

LIF People Magazine September 10, 2018
People Magazine BN-8029
John McCain: 1936-2018. The amazing life of an American hero: how he survived more than 5 years as a prisoner of war to become a beloved and often controversial political icon; The fight to save Ben Affleck; Married to a monster: new details, a father accused of killing his pregnant wife and two daughters.

LIF People Magazine September 17, 2018
People Magazine BN-8030
Secrets & scandal: my escape from Scientology. Once a prominent member of the church, Michelle LeClair decided to break away, and says her life was nearly destroyed; Daryl Hannah & Neil Young: surprise wedding!; Chris Watts: did his affairs lead to the murder of his pregnant wife and two daughters?; Meghan: best dressed woman in the world!

LIF People Magazine September 24, 2018
People Magazine BN-8033
Exclusive details: Meghan, how the new royal is coping with family drama, trouble trusting friends and the challenges of the spotlight; The life & loves of Burt Reynolds, 1936-2018; Tennis controversy: what’s next for Serena; Facebook confession: an abuse victim’s fight for justice.

LIF People Magazine October 1, 2018
People Magazine BN-8037
Exclusive: Jane Fonda at 80! Love, aging & what I’ve learned. The inspiring, controversial and fascinating legend opens up about her incredible life; Julia Louis-Dreyfus: on her cancer recovery & next moves; Carrie Underwood: pregnancy joy after 3 miscarriages; Justin Bieber’s surprise marriage.
(Nature, Science, History)

NAT National Geographic July 2018
National Geographic BN-8005
On the cover: swimmer Katie Ledecky, a five-time Olympic gold medalist, is known for her tough work ethic, but she also relies on sports science to improve performance; Wild gems of Russia: Russia has imposed its strictest land-use protections on 85 million acres. That’s more than any other country and only the beginning of the story; 30 years of climate lessons: as the problem of human-driven climate change has grown, the response has not kept pace.

NAT National Geographic August 2018
National Geographic BN-8015
The science of sleep: we are now living in a worldwide test of the negative consequences of sleep deprivation; Endangered birds: when one-of-a-kind species are on the verge of extinction, what persuades people to save them?; Are we as awful as we act online? It’s not human nature that sparks mean posts and tweets, but evolution does play a role; An image’s impact: they shared a photo to warn of climate threats to wildlife but the message got sidetracked; Rising sea surface temperatures cause coral bleaching and death at landmarks like the Great Barrier Reef.

NAT National Geographic September 2018
National Geographic BN-8026
The story of a face: inside the groundbreaking face transplant that has given a young woman a second chance at life; Bacteria strike back: antibiotic resistance is on the rise, thanks to an evolutionary trick; New silent spring: birds are disappearing from French farmlands; Rockets for regular folks: each year in the Nevada desert, hobbyists gather to launch high-powered projectiles; Life on cheese: the bacteria and fungi that live in cheese rinds are tiny, but may lead to solutions for some big world problems.

(Southwest)

SW El Palacio Magazine Summer 2018
Department of Cultural Affairs BN-8002
Lives and half-lives: reckoning with Atomic Histories’ local legacies; Spheres of influence: like most inveterate world travelers, beads have fascinating stories to tell; Acts of love and protection: how two federal conservation acts transformed New Mexico; Straight back to our own country: how a Navajo shaman negotiated with one of America’s most legendary geneaars for his tribe’s survival; A new lease on light: take a peek behind the busy scenes of the Museum of Art’s epic centennial renovation; Bosque Redondo Treaty’s 150th anniversary.

SW El Palacio Magazine Fall 2018
Department of Cultural Affairs BN-8038
A photo mystery, solved; Jack Loeffler’s aural legacy; Project Indigene: Mateo Romero; Flowing from our wildest imaginations: the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act turns 50; Dance of the Monarch: a profile of Lakota artist Thomas Haukaas.

(Women Studies)

WOM Oprah Magazine July 2018
Oprah Magazine BN-8000
This month’s big question: what would make you happy? If you can define it, you’re one step closer!; Get carried away: we’ve rounded up summer’s best books, which will take you from coast to coast.

WOM Oprah Magazine August 2018
Oprah Magazine BN-8008
“We all want to feel radiant, joyful, and alive. It starts with choosing love, in any form.” – Oprah; What are you longing to do? How to make your life sync up with your soul; Genius jeans: you’re one zip away from looking 10 lbs. lighter; Thrills & chills: books that’ll keep you on the edge of your beach towel; Lobster grilled cheese or sex?

WOM Oprah Magazine September 2018
Oprah Magazine BN-8020
This month’s big question: what if you saw things differently? Goodbye, closed mind, hello, open heart!; You don’t have to be thin to be chic: the fashion revolution is here!; Better love next time: moving past relationship PTSD.

WOM Oprah Magazine October 2018
Oprah Magazine BN-8032
This month’s big question, “What’s beautiful to you?”; All in this together: a breast cancer diagnosis doesn’t just change the course of your life, it changes the lives of your friends and family members, too. Our special section examines how the disease affects the bonds between mothers and daughters, sisters, romantic partners, and friends.

Mystery

MYS Last call
Abbott, Allyson K. BN-8104
Bar owner Mackenzie Dalton must employ her extra-perceptive senses when Milwaukee police detective Duncan Albright asks for her help with investigating a shooting, a case that forces her to question everything she believes in, and could cause her to go bottoms up.

MYS Death on tap
Alexander, Ellie BN-8143
After catching her husband cheating on her, craft-brew expert Sloan Krause leaves the family business to work for a hip, new nano-brewery, only to discover a competitor dead in the fermenting tub, clutching a secret recipe.

MYS Till death do us tart
Alexander, Ellie BN-8070
When a murder occurs and she discovers that she was the intended victim, Jules Capshaw, who is hosting a surprise Elizabethan-themed wedding for her mom and soon-to-be-stepdad, takes a break from the festivities to turn the tables on a killer.
Antiques ho-ho-homicides
Allan, Barbara BN-8186
Filled with bad will, and lacking good cheer, a collection of holiday stories follows Brandy Borne and her ditzy dive mother as they solve merry mysteries in the small town of Serenity.

The walking bread
Archer, Winnie BN-8195
When her brother is accused of snuffling out his competition during the art car parade, apprentice baker Ivy Culpepper must rise to the occasion and clear his name.

Live and let chai
Baker, Bree BN-8105
Seaside café and iced tea shop owner Everly Swan finds herself steeped in a murder investigation when a body is found with a jar of her proprietary tea next to it.

Seven threadly sins
Bolin, Janet LP-5194
LARGE PRINT. After the mean-spirited director of the Threadville Academy of Design and Modeling, who played a shocking prank on her and her friends, is found dead, Willow Vanderling must unravel the clues to find the real killer when the blame is pinned on her.

Origin
Brown, Dan BN-8214
Robert Langdon, Harvard professor of symbology, arrives at the ultramodern Guggenheim Museum Bilbao to attend the unveiling of a discovery that "will change the face of science forever." The evening's host is Edmond Kirsch, a forty-year-old billionaire and futurist, and one of Langdon's first students. But the meticulously orchestrated evening suddenly erupts into chaos, and Kirsch's precious discovery teeters on the brink of being lost forever.

Assault and beadery
Bryan, Mollie Cox BN-8187
When a disagreeable director is murdered on the opening night of a local theater group's new production, and her friend is accused of the crime, craft store owner Cora Chevalier must unravel the clues.

A dark and twisting path
Buckley, Julia BN-8142
When her boyfriend, Sam West, who had been cleared of his wife's murder, is accused of killing a mail carrier with whom he had a falling out, writer's apprentice Lena London must prove his innocence.

Marigolds for malice
Cattrell, Bailey BN-8193
Perfume shop owner Elliana Allbright must use her inherited abilities to solve the murder of a local history professor who had recently discovered a rare and valuable botanical manuscript.

Dim sum of all fears
Chien, Vivien BN-8146
While running her parent's noodle shop while they are in Taiwan, dutiful daughter Lana Lee finds herself an Asia Village mystery when the newlyweds who just opened the souvenir store next door turn up dead.

Bought the farm
Cochran, Peg BN-8065
While transforming Love Blossom Farm into the perfect wedding venue for her friend, Kelly, food-and-lifestyle blogger Shelby McDonald must quickly solve the murder of the lead singer of the wedding band before the killer decides to put another victim out to pasture.

Forever fudge!
Coco, Nancy BN-8192
Amidst Labor Day Weekend craziness on Mackinac Island, including the filming of a murder-mystery pilot, fudge-shop owner Allie McMurphy faces off with a killer who challenges her to solve a very real murder.

Purrder she wrote
Conte, Cate BN-8108
When her cafe volunteer Adele is accused of killing Holly Hawthorne, an irresponsible cat mom, cat cafe owner Maddie James, as the fur flies, must find a killer while trying to hold her family and new business together.

S'more murders
Corrigan, Maya BN-8109
When she is hired to serve the last meal the Titanic passengers ate during a murder-mystery game aboard a yacht, Val Deniston, discovers that murder is also on the menu and that's only the tip of the iceberg.

Death over easy
Day, Maddie BN-8100
During the annual Brown County Bluegrass Festival, country store and cafe owner Robbie Jordan must help a group of banjo players clear their names in the murder of a performer with the help of an unexpected partner.

Final roasting place
Delaney, Devon BN-8191
After a shining moment is ruined by a power outage, and murder, Sherry Oliveri, who just won a cook-off contest on a local talk show, must protect her father and their family name when he is framed for the murder of the show's ambitious young host.

The pope of Palm Beach
Dorsey, Tim LP-5173
LARGE PRINT. Venturing into the cozy Riviera Beach of their youths on a frenzied literary pilgrimage, Serge A. Storms and his perpetually baked sidekick, Coleman, investigate the stories of a popular local surfer and an eccentric hermit before uncovering secrets that draw the attention of a murderous band of villains.
MYS ▶ Staged 4 murder
Eaton, J. C.  BN-8069
Distracted from her work at her private investigation company in Arizona by the murder of a much-despised local stage actor, Sophie Kimball must discover who has written a real murder into the script before someone meets the same fate.

MYS ▶ Died in the wool
Ehrhart, Peggy  BN-8145
When the body of an unpopular history teacher is found under her crafting table during a fundraiser, Pamela Paterson and her Knit and Nibble knitting club are considered suspects and must unravel the clues to catch a crafty killer.

MYS ▶ Death by espresso
Erickson, Alex  BN-8066
Before her best friend Vicki can walk down the aisle, bookstore-cafe owner Krissy Hancock must solve the murder of the famous wedding planner Vicki's snobby mother hired to undermine Krissy and Vicki's wedding preparations.

MYS ▶ Y is for yesterday
Grafton, Sue  BN-8090
In 1979, four teenage boys from an elite private school sexually assault a fourteen-year-old classmate, and film the attack. Not long after, the tape goes missing and the suspected thief, a fellow classmate, is murdered. In the investigation that follows, one boy turns state's evidence and two of his peers are convicted. But the ringleader escapes without a trace.

MYS ▶ Echoes of evil
Graham, Heather  BN-8247
Brodie McFadden is supposed to be on vacation, getting some sunshine and deciding if he wants to join his brothers in the Krewe of Hunters, a special paranormal investigation unit of the FBI. But a diving excursion with an old navy buddy to a historic shipwreck uncovers a crime scene, and the corpse is new.

MYS ▶ Murder on Memory Lake
Griffo, J. D.  BN-8107
Inheriting a fortune and lake house in Tranquility, New Jersey, Alberta finds her new home anything but peaceful after the body of her childhood nemesis is found floating in the water and her estranged granddaughter, an aspiring crime reporter, shows up to investigate.

MYS ▶ The dry
Harper, Jane  BN-8101
Receiving a sinister note after his best friend's suspicious death, federal agent Aaron Falk is forced to confront the fallout of a 20-year-old false alibi against the backdrop of the worst drought Melbourne has seen in a century.

MYS ▶ Runaway murder
Hearon, Leigh  BN-8068
While attending a dressage event in Southern California, Carson Stables owner Annie Carson must take over the reins when she finds herself surrounded by intrigue, backstabbing riders and a cold-blooded killer.

MYS ▶ Samhain secrets
Hesse, Jennifer David  BN-8149
While trying to juggle her professional career with her private Wiccan spiritual practice, attorney Keli Milanni investigates the death of her beloved aunt, using her one-of-a-kind magic to banish negative energy and catch a killer this Samhain season.

MYS ▶ Shattered at sea
Hollon, Cheryl  BN-8150
While performing glass-blowing on a Mediterranean cruise, glass-shop owner Savannah Webb finds her trip smashed to smithereens by murder when her boyfriend Edward's cousin, Ian, is found dead and Edward stands accused of the crime.

MYS ▶ IQ
Ide, Joe  BN-8148
A resident of one of LA's toughest neighborhoods who solves cases the LAPD ignores investigates threats against a rap mogul, a case that becomes more dangerous as he encounters a vengeful ex-wife and a lunatic hit man.

MYS ▶ Stabbed in the baklava
Kashian, Tina  BN-8151
When the best man at a high-society wedding she is catering is found dead, Lucy Berberian, the owner of Kebab Kitchen, must prove the innocence of her ex, and head chef, in the crime before her reputation is permanently skewed.

MYS ▶ Midnight snacks are murder
Klein, Libby  BN-8106
When someone tries to frame her Aunt Ginny, who sleeps through the clock to find a killer before its lights out for them all.

MYS ▶ Downright dead
Kopfler, Pamela  BN-8190
When an outspoken debunker, who was targeting her haunted B&B, meets his demise after a disastrous séance, Holly Davis, after he rises as a ghost, must help him find out who murdered him and why, and must avoid spooking the killer in the process.

MYS ▶ Italian iced
Logan, Kylie  BN-8102
When her former employer, Hollywood superstar Meghan Cohan, is found dead in her freezer, chef Laurel Inwood soon discovers that a lot of people wanted Meghan dead as she tries to cook up a killer.

MYS ▶ The peppermint mocha murder
London, Colette  BN-8194
While in snowy New England with her friend and financial advisor, Travis, chocolate expert Hayden Mundy Moore must solve a murder mystery in a place where no one is quite what they seem.
**Knot my sister's keeper**
Marks, Mary  
BN-8103
Quilter Martha Rose teams up with the half-sister she never knew she had to unravel the truth surrounding the mysterious disappearance and possible murder of their father, an investigation that reveals dark secrets and some unfinished family business.

**Peril & prayer**
Matthews, Olivia  
BN-8067
When hot-headed Sister Marianna becomes the prime suspect in the murder of a resort co-owner with whom she was fighting over details for this year's Advent retreat, Sister Lou and her cohorts must unveil the real killer.

**Face off**
Novak, Brenda  
BN-8147
When a breach occurs Hanover House, a maximum security home for psychopaths, leading to a string of murders, Sergeant Amorak, with his professional career on the line, must save the doctor who established the facility from paying for her failure with her life.

**The body in the casket**
Page, Katherine Hall  
LP-5160
LARGE PRINT. Catering the lavish birthday party of a Broadway legend, Faith Fairchild is astonished when her client reveals that he hired her less for her culinary prowess than her skills as a detective and that one of his guests is trying to kill him.

**The black book**
Patterson, James  
BN-8043
Billy Harney, the son of Chicago's chief of detectives, whose twin sister is also on the force, Billy plays it by the book. Alongside Detective Kate Fenton, Billy's tempestuous, adrenaline-junkie partner, there's nothing he wouldn't sacrifice for his job. Enter Amy Lentini, a hard-charging assistant state's attorney hell-bent on making a name for herself-who suspects Billy isn't the cop he claims to be. They're about to be linked by more than their careers. A horrifying murder leads investigators to an unexpected address-an exclusive brothel that caters to Chicago's most powerful citizens. There's plenty of incriminating evidence on the scene-but what matters most is what's missing: the madam's black book.

**Bells, spells, and murders**
Perry, Carol J.  
BN-8188
When the beloved chairman of a popular walking tour through Salem's historic districts is murdered, Lee Barrett, a new field reporter at Salem's WICH-TB, aided by some psychic visions, chases down some leads to catch a killer.

**Against the claw**
Randall, Shari  
BN-8098
Lorel must get herself out of hot water, with the help of Ali, when she, while catering a private party in the wealthy enclave of Long Point, is accused of murdering her rival Katherine Slocum, the hostess with the mostess, and her ex's new girlfriend.
Psychology/Self Help

PDY Heal the body, heal the mind
Babbel, Susanne BN-8184
Traumatic events can leave mental and physical scars, but these scars don't have to define us. This book takes trauma survivors on a supportive and healing journey toward well-being. By practicing the somatic exercises and mind-body interventions in this compassionate guide, readers will learn to move past difficult experiences, restore their relationships, and cultivate spiritual awareness.

PDY Out of the shadows
Litzsinger, Mark BN-8239
Depression had its claws in Mark Litzsinger for years, but by taking the hands offered to him from family, friends, and medical professionals, he was able to climb out of the shadows and back into his life. You too can make the same journey. This updated book provides a hand to hold as you deal with depression. It is designed to help you, and your family, friends, and doctors, understand the disease and develop a plan for getting the best care to overcome depression.

Religious

REL Happiness in this life
Francis, Pope LP-5161
LARGE PRINT. A collection of homilies, speeches and more, shares Pope Francis' wisdom on the spiritual undertaking of finding happiness in everyday life, counseling members of the faith and non-believers on subjects ranging from women's rights and the role of sports in communities to discrimination and the positive potential of flawed families.

Romance

ROM Cowboy charm school
Brownley, Margaret BN-8203
Calling off her wedding due to a case of mistaken identity, Kate Denver finds herself drawn to Texas Ranger Brett Tucker, the man responsible for breaking up her wedding, when he tries to get her and her fiancé back together.

ROM One perfect kiss
Burton, Jaci BN-8210
Finally finding a place to call home in Hope, Oklahoma, high school teacher Josie Barnes falls for football coach Zach Powers, who is almost too good to be true.

ROM Jealousy
Bush, Nancy BN-8160
Hired to prove the innocence of Lucy Crissman, the daughter of a once-powerful family, in a fatal poisoning, defense attorney Dallas Denton discovers that someone will stop at nothing to get what they most desire.

ROM The duke with the dragon tattoo
Byrne, Kerrigan BN-8158
When the man she rescued years earlier returns home, Lorelai Weatherstroke, crippled for life by her cruel brother, finally finds a safe place in the arms of this man who has more enemies than she can count.

ROM Deep cover
Cole, Scarlett BN-8115
Ex-Navy SEAL Cabe Moss must choose between love and duty when he is thrown together with FBI operative Akemi Lin to find a stolen biological weapon and an American-based group that supports terrorism.

ROM Don't close your eyes
Craig, Christie BN-8156
When she discovers that her family is hiding a deadly secret, Annie Lakes finds the nightmares that she has been plagued with for years coming true and turns to detective Mark Sutton for help.

ROM All-American cowboy
Crush, Dylann BN-8111
City slicker Beckett Holiday must attend his hometown's latest shindig at the behest of his family and decides to stay after laying his eyes on his grandfather's old honky tonk and the beautiful cowgirl who runs it.

ROM Just a little Christmas
Dailey, Janet BN-8093
Returning home to Branding Iron, Texas, divorced and pregnant, Ellie Marsden finds herself falling for cattle rancher Jubal McFarland, her high school sweetheart, and his young daughter as the magic of Christmas gives them both the greatest gift of all, a second chance at love.
Inheriting an abandoned ranch in Branding Iron, Texas, Travis Morgan, completely without funds or family, refuses to celebrate Christmas until the close-knit town and Mayor Maggie Delaney give him the best holiday gift ever.

Tragedy sent Deidre "Drey" Hunter running from rancher Hawk Cahill and into the arms of a sleek businessman who promised her a new life. But dreams of Manhattan days and cosmopolitan nights shatter when he brings her back to an ultramodern paradise in her hometown of Gilt Edge, and vanishes on their wedding night.

Irish folk musician Pippa starts a new life in Blue Hollow Falls, Virginia, where she, with the help of her host, Seth Brogan, a former Special Forces soldier, falls for small-town living, and for Seth, until the music calls her back home.

With Christmas just around the corner, widow Willa Chase will do anything to retain custody of her twin girls and unborn baby, even if it means escaping to her childhood Amish home. After her grandfather turns her away, Willa finds herself stranded at the home of blacksmith John Miller.

Forced to return home to Coldwater, Texas, due to a Christmas wedding and a family secret, cattleman Callen Laramie is reunited with his childhood crush.

Determined to win his final rodeo, Lucian, aka "Lucifer," Granger must clean up his image by walking down the aisle and convinces his assistant Karlee O'Malley to be his wife just for the summer.
A gruff, no-nonsense GO-Team leader who relies on the sensual voice of the team's communication expert to guide him through dangerous assignments becomes her rescuer in the aftermath of an attack that leaves her stranded on a deserted station.

The Christmas cowboy hero
Grant, Donna
Coming home for the holidays to care for his ailing father, ex-Navy SEAL Clayton East, while trying to save the family ranch, realizes that headstrong Abby Harper is the perfect woman for him after giving her brother, who has been arrested for stealing his cattle, a second chance.

Desperate escape
Harris, Lisa
When Dr. Maddie Gilbert is kidnapped by rebel forces in West Africa, special ops agent Grant Reese races to rescue her. But the ruthless drug traffickers holding Maddie hostage have powerful connections, maybe even inside the U.S. government.

A nice day for a cowboy wedding
Helm, Nicole
Attempting to undermine his mother's upcoming wedding to a much younger man, ranch owner Shane Tyler meets his match in shy wedding planner Cora Preston, who refuses to be intimidated by him.

Cowboy SEAL Christmas
Helm, Nicole
A sweet cowboy romance set in Texas, follows Claire Mason as she, rescued by Levi Jackson, just decided whether or not she should return to California with her 4-year-old niece.

Cowboy SEAL redemption
Helm, Nicole
While working on Revival Ranch, Navy SEAL Jack Armstrong, when his brother and ex-fiancée show up, asks beautiful bartender Rose Rogers to pose as his girlfriend until things start to feel all too real between them, changing the plan.

Right all along
Heyford, Heather
Returning home to Ribbon Ridge, wildly successful graphic designer Harley Miller-Jones encounters her childhood friend and discovers that their time apart has only deepened their feelings for each other despite heartbreak and tragedy.

Cajun persuasion
Hill, Sandra
While helping a crew of street clergy rescue sex-trafficked girls, Alaskan pilot Aaron LeDeux falls for a beautiful almost-nun named Fleur who has been ordered out into the real world to decide where she belongs.

The woman left behind
Howard, Linda
The Christmas cowboy hero

Too Wilde to wed
James, Eloisa
The handsome, Lord Roland Northbridge Wilde, known to his friends as North, left England two years ago, after being jilted by Miss Diana Belgrave. He returns from war to find that he's notorious: polite society has ruled him "too wild to wed." Diana never meant to tarnish North's reputation, or his heart, but in her rush to save a helpless child, there was no time to consider the consequences of working as a governess in Lindow Castle. Now everyone has drawn the worst conclusions about the child's father, and Diana is left with bittersweet regret.

The duke buys a bride
Jordan, Sophie
Stuck with a bride he accidentally purchased during a night of drunken revelry, the Duke of Autenberry devises a plan to get rid of her until he realizes that he would do anything to keep the stubborn woman for his own.

The designs of Lord Randolph Cavanaugh
Laurens, Stephanie
Lord Randolph Cavanaugh is loyal and devoted, but only to family. To the rest of the world, he's aloof and untouchable, a respected and driven entrepreneur. But Rand yearns for more in life, and when he travels to Buckinghamshire to review a recent investment, he discovers a passionate woman who will challenge his rigid self-control.

Bound for sin
Lesue, Tess
Tricking resourceful frontiersman Matt Slater into posing as her fiancé, spirited and courageous Georgina Bee Blunt, a wealthy widow, hitches her wagons to his train and sets out to tame his wild ways.

The one you can't forget
Loren, Roni
Hiding a secret that could destroy both her reputation and career, successful divorce attorney Rebecca Lindt finds her life getting even more complicated when the ex-husband of one of her clients comes to her rescue in more ways than one.

Memoirs of a dragon hunter
MacAlister, Katie
Inheriting her sister's destiny as a dragon hunter, a former math teacher must trust a dangerous half-demon named Ian who is the only one who can help her figure out who, and what, she is.

Because it's Christmas
Macomber, Debbie
The Christmas basket: Noelle McDowell and Thomas Sutton fell in love despite their mothers' decades-long feud, but Thomas jilted Noelle on the night they were supposed to elope. Years later, the mothers are working together to make Christmas baskets for charity and Noelle and Thomas meet again. Merry ex-mas: Friends Cass, Charlene, and Ella spend Christmas dealing with their suddenly returned ex-husbands.
Merry and bright
Mackomber, Debbie

LARGE PRINT. Enduring a challenging year of constant work and family care, Merry struggles to take a break from her everyday responsibilities by creating an online dating profile and striking up an online friendship with a charming stranger who turns out to be someone she recognizes.

It happened at Christmas
Mason, Debbie

When Skylar Davis, the woman with whom he had a one-night stand, comes to town, the mayor of Christmas, Colorado, Ethan O'Conner, finds his political career threatened by his attraction to this woman from his past.

Off the grid
McCarty, Monica

Stumbling upon the story of a lifetime while searching for her missing brother, investigative reporter Brittany Blake is led to top SEAL teams, covert ops, a possible cover up and John Donovan, her brother's former partner who may have the answers she is looking for.

Promises decide
McCarty, Sarah

Rescued from a well filled with rattlers by bounty hunter Jackson Montgomery, Mimi Banfield, the guardian of three orphans, finds an ally in this man who agrees to show her how to survive out West.

Wind River lawman
McKenna, Lindsay

A former Navy medic who thought he left war behind, Dawson Callahan, while working as a wrangler in Wyoming, is offered a job by a beautiful sheriff who needs his help taking down a ruthless drug lord.

Still me
Moyes, Jojo

LARGE PRINT. The irrepressible Louisa Clark from "Me Before You" and "After You" arrives in New York to start a new life and a long-distance relationship with Ambulance Sam while working for the super-wealthy Gopniks, a job that introduces her to New York high society and a secretive man who reminds her of her own past.

Thief's mark
Neggers, Carla

As a killer threatens to strike again, Emma Sharpe and Colin Donovan work with art thief Oliver York to investigate the murders of his parents and his own kidnapping in childhood.

Escapade
Palmer, Diana

Inheriting a nearly bankrupt newspaper from her late father, heiress Amanda Todd must convince enigmatic millionaire Joshua Lawson, who holds the controlling interest, that she can save the failing business.

The billionaire bull rider
Pearce, Kate

Cafe owner and baker Yvonne Payet, who cherishes her hard-won independence, finds herself torn between two men, a handsome cowboy who has great ideas for expanding her business and her ex-husband who wants a second chance.

Shattered silence
Perry, Marta

Seeking sanctuary in her former Amish community, Rachel Hartline, after witnessing her ex-husband commit a crime, must convince a cold, calculating private investigator that she is innocent and that she needs his protection.

Dead drift
Pettrey, Dani

Private Investigator Kate Maxwell never stopped loving Luke Gallagher after he disappeared. Now he's back, and together they must unravel a twisting thread of secrets, lies, and betrayal while on the brink of a biological disaster that will shake America to its core. Will they and their love survive, or will Luke and Kate become the terrorist's next target?

A very cowboy Christmas
Redford, Kim

To make this a holiday Wildcat Bluff will remember, single mom Sydney Steele must convince the cowboy firefighters to pose for her charity calendar and help with her Christmas celebration and soon discovers that Mr. December, Dune Barrett, could also possibly be Mr. Right.

True-blue cowboy
Richardson, Sara

While renting a farm in Topaz Falls, Colorado, stubborn, big-city girl Everly Brooks finds things kicked up a notch when her new landlord is forced to move in with her after a flood destroys his trailer.

Christmas in Icicle Falls
Roberts, Sheila

Three women resolve to see the beauty in some of the more difficult people and things in their lives, especially during this Christmas season.

Heron's landing
Ross, JoAnn

Working as a Las Vegas concierge, Brianna Mannion is an expert at making other people's wishes come true. It's satisfying work, but a visit home to scenic Honeymoon Harbor turns into a permanent stay when she's reminded of everything she's missing: the idyllic small-town charm; the old Victorian house she'd always coveted; and Seth Harper, her best friend's widower and the neighborhood boy she once crushed on, hard. After years spent serving others, maybe Brianna's finally ready to chase dreams of her own.
and be his mate despite some holiday mayhem and madness.

Nottingham who is on a mission to convince her to join his pack trying to adjust to her new life, gets some help from Owen Nottingham who is on a mission to convince her to join his pack and be his mate despite some holiday mayhem and madness.

Just turned Arctic wolf shifter and romance writer Clara Hart, trying to adjust to her new life, gets some help from Owen Nottingham who is on a mission to convince her to join his pack and be his mate despite some holiday mayhem and madness.

When Alina Cooke is targeted by a ruthless enemy, DEA agent Jay Bennett will do anything to keep her safe, because being with her is the only thing that matters.

Tasked to shadow the one man who could reveal their operation, Shadow Ops Agent Thais Sinclair finds herself drawn to Dunn Bateson, illegitimate son of a Southern debutante and aspiring president.

Returning home to Blessings only to discover he has a 19-year-old son, Aidan Payne and his high school sweetheart, Phoebe Ritter, realize their old feelings are as strong as ever, despite their complicated past and betrayal.

Hiring Malcolm Kincaid to escort her to Montana, Alexandra Sandas, Amy a love from his past from discovering who he really is.

For someone who's been around for over a hundred and forty years, immortal Elspeth Argeneau hasn't done a whole lot of living. Now that she's moved away from her controlling mother, she's tracking down rogue vampires and enjoying some overdue freedom.

A decorated former Air Force pilot, a pregnant flight attendant and a dedicated TSA agent find their fates colliding with those of other fellow passengers who must fight for their lives during a fateful flight from New York to San Francisco.

On indefinite leave, FBI Agent Elliot Bailey returns to Haven Point where he passes the time writing crime fiction, until he decides to solve the haunting mystery of the years-unsolved disappearance of his best friend's wife.

In this uplifting novel, three unlikely couples discover just what Crossroads, Texas, can offer: romance, belonging, and plenty of Christmas spirit.

Protecting his pack from those who want to destroy it, wolf Elijah Sorensson, in need of strength, seeks out human Thea Villalobos, a woman he's admired from afar, to help him break through his human shell before the wolf inside of him dies.

After undergoing extensive plastic surgery and changing his name, Jamin Agassi, a Black Knights Inc. agent, is determined to take down the world's worst crime syndicate while trying to keep a love from his past from discovering who he really is.

Done with love, Rachael Henderson forms Romantaholics Anonymous, which riles up the residents of Valentine, Texas, especially Sheriff Brody Carlton who vows to convince this trouble-making woman that she can have her wedding cake and eat it too.

Deciding to have a hot affair with the man who broke her heart years ago to get him out of her system once and for all, Sabrina Leighton finds her plan taking an unexpected turn when she realizes that he is exactly what she needs in her life.
Ranger Hackberry Holland on his journey to reunite with his loss, betrayal, vengeance, and retribution that follows Texas in the Wall Gang, House of the Rising Sun is an epic tale of love, bordello and saloons of San Antonio during the reign of the Hole Mexico to the Battle of the Marne in 1918, and on to the LARGE PRINT Burke, James Lee SUS treasure. remains of the Knights of the Golden Circle want that lost NOW, one hundred and sixty years later, two factions of what searched, but little of that immense wealth has ever been found. caches across the United States. Since 1865 treasure hunters have amassed billions in stolen gold and silver, all buried in hidden danger. clandestine organization in American history. It The Knights of the Golden Circle was the largest and most dangerous misfit academics seek out first contact with a shadowy alien race. But another enigma is the Nightflyer itself, a cybernetic wonder with an elusive captain no one has ever seen in the flesh. Soon, however, the crew discovers that their greatest mystery, and most dangerous threat, is an unexpected force wielding a thirst for blood and terror. LARGE PRINT. In the wake of a fatal incident in Dallas that may have been staged to look like a terrorist attack, former CIA agent John Wells is dispatched to Colombia to collect information from an old asset, a mission involving an audacious Russian plot that proves to be the most deadly of his career. LARGE PRINT. Declared a person of interest when a body is discovered beneath the floorboards of her own home, London psychologist Frieda Klein realizes that a copycat killer of the chief suspect is responsible before she finds herself in a deadly game of tug-of-war between two obsessive murderers. LARGE PRINT. An FBI profiler is forced to navigate the twisted mind of a charismatic, ruthless serial killer responsible for the murders of a series of women in southern Texas, in a thriller inspired by the case of Ted Bundy. LARGE PRINT. Detective D. D. Warren teams up with Flora Dane from Find Her in an investigation involving the sinister disappearance of a 16-year-old girl whose family has been brutally murdered.
SUS Scorpion strike
Gilstrap, John        BN-8086
Trapped on an island paradise with a lethal gang of killers, Special Forces veteran Jonathan Graves, along with Gail Bonneville, must call upon all of his resources to strike fast, hard and without warning to stop a sinister plot.

SUS Dead eye
Greaney, Mark        BN-8138
A former CIA master assassin reappears from hiding to take revenge upon a former employee, who is a practiced killer himself.

SUS The Rooster Bar
Grisham, John        BN-8041
Mark, Todd, and Zola came to law school to change the world, to make it a better place. But now, as third-year students, these close friends realize they have been duped. They learn that their school is one of a chain owned by a shady New York hedge-fund operator who also happens to own a bank specializing in student loans, the three know they have been caught up in The Great Law School Scam.

SUS Munich
Harris, Robert       LP-5174
LARGE PRINT. A spy thriller set against a backdrop of the fateful Munich Conference of 1938 follows the experiences of a rising star in the British diplomatic service and his Oxford friend, a secret member of the anti-Hitler resistance, who, while on a disastrous collision course with each other, witness pivotal events involving Chamberlain, Mussolini and others.

SUS You will pay
Jackson, Lisa        BN-8169
Investigating remains found at a summer camp where a prank gone wrong led to the disappearances of two teens decades earlier, detective Lucas Dalton struggles with his father’s ties to the case.

SUS Every wicked man
James, Steven        BN-8213
Drawn into an intricately woven tapestry of dangerous lies after a senator’s son takes his own life, FBI Special Agent Patrick Bowers must unravel the mystery quickly once it gets personal.

SUS Devil sharks
Jameson, Chris       BN-8084
Arriving at Orchid Atoll, the site of a deserted former Coast Guard station, Alex Simmons and his friends encounter two very different types of evil, one human, the other with fins, in a place where there’s no law, no mercy, and not way out.

SUS Trigger warning
Johnstone, William W. BN-8168
When terror strikes Kelton College, former Army Ranger Jake Rivers, refusing to give in to a violent gang’s demands, enlists his fellow classmates to fight back and teach these marauders a lesson.

SUS Night moves
Kellerman, Jonathan  LP-5192
LARGE PRINT. When an affluent family returns home from Sunday dinner to discover the murdered body of a complete stranger in their house, psychologist Alex Delaware and detective Milo Sturgis navigate unexpected consequences in a case that tests their intellectual and emotional limits.

SUS You
Kepnes, Caroline     BN-8216
Meeting at an East Village bookstore, aspiring writer Guinevere Beck and store employee Joe Embark on an intimate relationship, only to suffer deadly consequences when their passion spirals out of control.

SUS The couple next door
Lapena, Shari        BN-8044
Anne and Marco Conti seem to have it all, a loving relationship, a wonderful home, and their beautiful baby, Cora. But one night when they are at a dinner party next door, a terrible crime is committed. Suspicion immediately focuses on the parents. But the truth is a much more complicated story. Inside the curtained house, an unsettling account of what actually happened unfolds. Detective Rasbach knows that the panicked couple is hiding something. Both Anne and Marco soon discover that the other is keeping secrets, secrets they’ve kept for years.

SUS A legacy of spies
Le Carré, John       LP-5188
LARGE PRINT. George Smiley, his colleague Peter Guillam and other former members of the British Secret Service, are facing charges for decades-old, once-toasted intelligence operations by a generation that is unfamiliar with the dynamics of the Cold War.

SUS Fatal
Lescroart, John T.    LP-5159
LARGE PRINT. A fleeting crush becomes a dangerous obsession for a family woman who shares an intense encounter with a man she meets at a dinner party before a chilling act of violence.

SUS Sunburn
Lippman, Laura       LP-5189
LARGE PRINT. A pair of travelers, one of whom may be playing a dangerous psychological game with the other, embark on a steamy summertime affair that is thrown into chaos by dark secrets and a suspicious death, in a story inspired by the classics of James M. Cain.
SUS A Tom Clancy
Maden, Mike BN-8137
A former U.S. senator and defense contractor needs someone to look over the books of Dalfan Technologies, a Singapore company, quickly. He turns to Jack Ryan, Jr., and Paul Brown, two employees of one of the best financial analysis firms in the country, which also happens to be the cover for The Campus, a top secret American intelligence agency.

SUS A Beyond control
Martin, Kat BN-8233
When Victoria Langford got engaged, she told herself to give love a chance. Six months later, she's on the run from her angry, abusive ex-fiancé with her four-year-old daughter and nowhere to go.

SUS A Truth or dare
Michaels, Fern BN-8129
The Men of the Sisterhood come to the aid of three children left abandoned in the woods, and, after hearing their story, must be more cunning than ever to save other innocent young lives before it is too late.

SUS A They won't be hurt
O'Brien, Kevin BN-8128
Laura Gretchell and her young children are held hostage by intruders who are responsible for brutally slaughtering another family and must do what they say and give them what they want, soon discovering that the nightmare is only just beginning.

SUS A Murder in paradise
Patterson, James BN-8085
Surviving the car bomb that killed his fiancée, defense lawyer Brian Lord takes on a lifeguard job at the beach, in a collection of three stories of suspense.

SUS A Light it up
Petrie, Nick LP-5179
LARGE PRINT. Helping a friend whose daughter's security company has been attacked by hijackers targeting cannabis transports, combat veteran Peter Ash investigates the disparity between the sophisticated heists and the suspiciously lower value of the cargo they are stealing.

SUS A The demon crown
Rollins, James LP-5178
LARGE PRINT. The members of Sigma Force reluctantly join forces with their most hated enemy to stop a primordial threat with ties to the American Civil War and the secret work of Alexander Graham Bell.

SUS A In shadows
Sala, Sharon BN-8126
When his cover is blown, FBI agent Jack McCann, to protect his wife, fakes his own death to keep her safe from weapons smuggler who has promised to destroy everyone he loves.

SUS A Little girl lost
Staub, Wendy Corsi BN-8127
Determined to discover the truth about the birth mother who abandoned her, Amelia Crenshaw soon discovers that she is on a collision course with a killer and a brash young NYPD detective whose case is connected to a long-ago crime and her search.

SUS A Operator down
Taylor, Brad LP-5166
LARGE PRINT. Veteran operator Pike Logan and his team embark on a high-risk search for an undercover Mossad agent, only to stumble on a ruthless military coup in Africa, a situation that tests his Task force loyalties.

SUS A Use of force
Thor, Brad BN-8042
When the body of a high-value terrorist washes ashore after a severe storm across the Mediterranean Sea, Scot Harvath is tapped by the CIA to determine if the suspect was connected to months of rumors about a major attack.

SUS A Severed
Watterson, Kate BN-8215
When the district attorney's daughter is brutally murdered, her boyfriend is immediately arrested, but homicide detectives Ellie Macintosh and her partner, Jason Santiago, sense something is off.

SUS A Caribbean rim
White, Randy Wayne LP-5196
LARGE PRINT. When a discriminating director of the Florida Division of Historical Resources and his young assistant go missing, Doc Ford navigates a high-stakes mission to fight a murder charge against his amateur archaeologist friend.

SUS A Fast & loose
Woods, Stuart LP-5157
LARGE PRINT. Stone Barrington, a New York City cop turned rainmaker for a white-shoe Manhattan law firm, tackles a formidable case that challenges the boundaries of his talents.

SUS A Hawke's war
Wortham, Reavis BN-8235
While investigating a sniper attack in West Texas' Big Bend National Park, Texas Ranger Sonny Hawke is caught in the same sniper's crosshairs as a drug and human smuggling cartel who seeks payback for an old grudge, and is the target of an even more dangerous enemy whose thirst for revenge could incite an international conflict.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The last chance</td>
<td>Blakely, Mike</td>
<td>LP-5184</td>
<td>When Indians massacre an army troop, Ross Caldwell's wife fears he's among the victims. But Caldwell is on the run, pursued by bitter enemies from the Civil War. Caldwell finds refuge in the arms of the sultry madam of Last Chance Gulch. But his bloody past catches up with him. A murderous ex-soldier is on his trail, and his wife has tracked him down as well.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stagecoach to Purgatory</td>
<td>Brandvold, Peter</td>
<td>BN-8172</td>
<td>Presents two novels in one volume starring Lou Prophet, &quot;Last Stage to Hell,&quot; in which Lou seeks bloody revenge, and &quot;Devil by the Tail,&quot; in which Lou teams up with &quot;The Vengeance Queen&quot; to send a fork-tongued demon back to hell.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dead and buried</td>
<td>Bryant, Tim</td>
<td>BN-8058</td>
<td>Newly deputized as a Texas Ranger, Wilkie John Liquorish, when he discovers that a bounty is tracking his greatest enemy, joins the party for honor, redemption, fame and fortune but must watch himself around the bounty hunter who already tried to kill Wilkie once.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Christmas trespassers</td>
<td>Fenady, Andrew J.</td>
<td>BN-8217</td>
<td>Needing a Christmas miracle, widower Shad Parker relocates to Gilead, Texas, where he begrudgingly takes in three orphans whom he must protect when a gang of bank robbers show up.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The mule tamer</td>
<td>Horst, John C.</td>
<td>LP-5153</td>
<td>Nineteen-eleven is the year our two beauties, Rebecca Walsh and Marta del Toro leave the comfort and safety of their boarding school back East, when the watchful eye of their grandmother Abuelita and Madame Boutin, headmistress of Stonefields School for Young Ladies. They're headed to Smith College in the fall, to continue on the path of the blueblood debutante. But something is rotten in their beloved Mexico. The Revolution has started; Emiliano Zapata and Pancho Villa are on the move. Adulio, their faithful servant and overseer of the Del Toro ranch has come to fetch them. They are needed in Mexico.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A reason to die</td>
<td>Johnstone, William W.</td>
<td>BN-8171</td>
<td>When his dying grandfather gives him clues to a buried fortune in gold, restless cowpoke Perley Gates goes up against ruthless lowlifes, kill-crazy prairie rats, gunfights, outlaws and Indians to get what is rightfully his.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Comancheros
Lodge, Stephen

With Christmas approaching, Charley is happy to welcome his grandson Henry-Ellis for a visit to his West Texas ranch. The boy is old enough to travel alone by rail, but nothing can prepare him for the bullets and bloodshed he witnesses along the way.

Restitution
McCarthy, Gary

To make amends for his criminal past, Bruin Henry promises to deliver his granddaughter to the father she has never known, his former partner in crime.

Where the bullets fly
McCauley, Terrence

When greed takes over the booming town of Dover Station, Sheriff Mackey, after running down a pair of saloon rats, is pitted against a blood-thirsty psychopath who wants to make him pay for killing his buddies.

Noose
Red, Eric

When his less-than-honest colleagues frame him for murder, bounty hunter Joe Noose, now with a bounty on his own head, must elude the enemy to collect his own reward.
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